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ABSTRACT 

This thesis initially sets forth a program of moral education 

which teacl~s moral reasoning i9.' the only program that could be adopted , . 
within the ,educational aim to "educate" and not to "indoctrinate" the 

child. This is the, case because one does not want to implement a pro-

gram of moral education that adopts a normative system of predeter-

mined judgement~because; 1) there is no agreement as to which nor-

• mative judgements one would adopt as the correct ones, and, 2) by 

teaching nonnative judgements €>ne is limiting the cognitive perspective 
~ \ 

of the child which means he does not have t~e knowledge or understand-

ing that enables him to be, on the "inside" of his "moral knowledge ", 

The child who is taught normative judgements is not educated. 

However, elen though moral reasoning appears to be a plausible 

educational option it is not as neutral as one is led to believe. The 

, teach!ng of a method whereby ~ne can make moral judgements involves 

second order 'beliefs about first order moral discourse that may ,in 

some instances determine one's moral judgements. One cannot claim 

'" that teaching mo,ral re.asoning does not indirectly indoctrinate the child. 

Second, it is n'ot clear that teachlng moral knowledge will result in a f 
. ~ 

mOrallY~ild .. Morality, as Aristotle points out, not only 

f iii 



invol ves knowledge but also a disposition to habitua l~y perfor;m right 

acts. A child cannot be morally educated if he only has moral know-

• ledge. He must also be taught how to act. It is only after he habitually 
, 

performs right acts that moral knowledge is relevant. 

The aim of educ~tion must ~n be changed so that one can in

cultate in the child a disposition to perform right acts. The thesis 

concludes th~n, that a program of education for attitudes and emotions 

may in the end be a more comprehensive method whereby we can mo-

rally educate children. 

I,. 
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PREFACE 

Whether or not to teach morality or virtue is no~ a new question 

for educators. Contem~rary educators feel, however, that an answer 
';""'" 

in accordance with t~ present aims and content of education is urgently 
r ./ _ .t. 

that was once believed to be automatically trans-

mitted, from g neration to generation is now an object of conscious con-

sideration 

]he moral and intellectual culture acquired by man 
has become complex and plays too important a part 
in the whole 'of the common life to leave its transmis
s~on from one 2eneration to the next to the hazards of 
Clrcumstance. . 

In the past, parents and teachers have guided the young by teaching them 

that one act is just, another unjust. After this period of parental guar

dianship, society takes over and compels the youth to learn laws and to 

live in accordance with these laws, and not simply according to their 

own desires. 

At present, educators are questioning the foundations of such 

,teaching, and aSking'if this method deserves to be termed "teaching of 

virtue". Parents and teachers differ in their admonishments; different 

societies have different laws; these laws are changed with alterations in . . 

1 
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government and habits. As a result, it would appear that the basis of 

morality fluctuates. But it is not clear that morality is something that 

should differ with different societies or among individuals in the same 

society. To allow differing opinions to be transmitted to the young 

concerning "right" or "wrong" action results in little more than indoc-

trination. Moral conduct does not occur wh.en a person acts in a par-

ticular manner because he was instructed or coerced into doing it even 

though he may be acting in a socially desirable manner. Morality 

begins when an' individual asks "Why should 1 act this way and not other-

wise?"; "Why is it that this is right and that is wrong? ". The basis of 

morals is to know the reasons for these conduct-guiding instructions. 

Morality does not emerge in a society where a positive belief as to 

what actions are right or wrong is imposed on individuals: Morality 

presupposes freedom of choice of action in specific situations on the 

part of the individual. The setting of preconceived conclusions to ques-

tions that ask for justification of actions viewed by society as right, or 

the teaching of how to act without giving ~asons, is seen by contem

porary educators as a contradiction to the nature of morality. 

The need for an answer to how morality is to be taught becomes 

urgent when it is pronounced that, "Education must make a major con-

tribution to the intellectual, social, emotional, physical, moral and 

culrural development of each individuar'. 3 Morality ~o longer is just 

one of the many concerns of a teacher, it is ~is responsibility. When 
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one attempts to fulfill one's obligation as a teacher it becomes clear 

that morality is not a subject that can be easily taught. It is question

able if teachers should play the role of moral educators. 4 What qual

ifications would be required? A teacher of SCience needs to know a 

considerable amount of science. This knowledge could be easily tested. 

But what similar minimum reqUirement could be demanded from teach-

ers who wished to become involved in moral education? Would they be 

required to know what the "right" actions were? If so, who would de- ~ 

cide what actions were right? How -WOUld one test for knowledge of 

why actions are right' or wrong? Perhaps a'person of "good moral 

character" would be the ideal moral educator. 

Before it is decided who is to be the moral educator and what 

the qualifications are it must first be determined what morality is and 

if in fact it can be taught,S in accordance with the aim to educate and 

not indoctrinate. The question then still remains as to whether the 

nature of decision -making in morality is such that we can distinguish 

the characteristics of moral reasoning independently of some normative 

system of moral belief. In light of this I will be concerned primarily 

with attempting to provide an answer to the question whether or not it 

is possible to teach the skills of moral reasoning. In other words, 

) does teaching moral reasoning avoid presupposing a normative system 
c . 
of ethiCS? That is, can moral reasoning be taught independently of 

moral belief? 
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This thesis s'ets forth a program of m'oral education that ap-

pears to be in accordance with the present liberalized aim of educa-

tion- which excludes indoctrination as part of a child's education. It 
.... 

wilt be argued, however, that a program of moral educatipn cannot . 
be included in an educational system that does not aim at indoctrinat-

, " 

. --ing the child. This is not because the teaching of moral reasoning \ 

necessarily results in indoctrihation, but rather because indoctrina-

tion must be included in such a program so that moral knowledge is 

useful to the learner. • 

, 
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. Chapter I 

THE CONCEPT OF A PROGRAM OF MORAL EDUCATION 

<? 

Meno: Can you tell lJle Socrates - -is virtue something 
.that can be taught? . Or does it come by practice? Or 
is it neither teaching nor practice that gives it to a 
man but natural aptitude or something else. 

This question, posed by Meno, is similar to that being asked by 

educators; is morality something which can be taught? In Plato's Meno 
., 

Socrates challenges the main character to offer an explanation of virtue. 
~ -.,/ 

Coming to no satisfactory~ conclusion, Socrates suggests that if virtue is 

some ty~ of knowledge it must be teaChab~ 2 He states that· virtue is 

. not tahlght anywhere, becau~ there are neither teachers ~qr students. 3 
I., • , 

Cons~quentIY, virtue must not be knowledge which is tecrchable. 4 We 

shall not however understand the truth of the matter until we try to dis

cover what virtue'is in and by 'itself. 5 

If the conclusion in the Meno is valid, th~u virtue 'is knowledge 

and can be taught, then, regardless of the Platonic attitude toward , . '" - .. 
• 

knowledge, we may assert Similarly that if morality is knowledge it too 

, 

can be taught. It then becomes the task of the moral pedagogue to deter

mine what morality i~ "in and by itself" before he becomes concerned 

\ with the problem of how it can be taught. Taking the conclusion in the 

Meno as an indication of where to start our inquiry into the possibility 

.. 
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, 
of teaching morality. then if morality has some content that can be 

labelled as knowledge. it can be taught. On the other hand, it may b€ 

that one cannot Define the knowledge iJlvolved in the moral sphere due 

to lack of conclusive agreement as to what moral knowledge is or be-

cause knowledge does not pertain to f!1orality. In the former case, 

educators should put off the teaching of morality until this knowledge 
" 

is ascertaine.d. In the latter case, the teaching of morality is impos
" 

sible in school because it results in indoctrination not education. That 

is;-when one decides to teach a partic.ular subject it must first be as-

'certained what it is that is to be taught. If there is no difference of 

opinion ,as to what the content of an area of study is, as yrould be the , 
case in English grammai, mathematics or swimming, then one needs 

v 

. only ,to devise a Jethod in ac~rdance with educational guid~lines~ 
. 

___ ,r) 

However, if the content is questionable because it incorporates opinions 

or beliefs that are uncertain, in such subjects as polities, religion or 

morality, one must seriously question whether the result will be indoc-

trination rather than education. 

Indoctrination cannot be part of educati0r;t in a democratic society, 

~uch as ours, because it "hinders or thwarts an intellectual process 

which any individual has a right to exercise freely or autonomously .•. 6 To' 

indoctrinate an individual in morality would mean that we are saying 

that an individual does not have the right to make his own moral decisions. 

This stands in contradiction to the "concept of individual responsibility 
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upon which our legal and social systems are based ... 7 In order to avoid 

indoctrination one must first ascertain the corltent of a program of 

moral education. 

The task' of determining if morality has a cont~nt that can tJe' con-

elusively called knowledge is not easy. Rroadly speaking there are two 

bPposing views; the relativist and the absolutist. ,Tpe ~lativist5. elaim 

that there is no single and absolute standard of values, and that all value 

systems are relative to the particular culture, group or individual that 

holds them. Moral v~lues represent devices adopted by a~ociety to aid 

in adapt&g to the envir9nment of that particular society and to ensure , 

. that the particular ends of the society are upheld. Moral "knowledge" 
" ' 

would similarly be relative and not necessarily applicable to those Out-

side the group. It was against the relativist view that Plato spoke out 

when he remarked that regardless of the values actually adopted by dif-

ferent pole is , there are some that ought to be accepted and others not . 
.. 

This reflected the absolutist position or the belief in certain absolute 

values that are universal and are not the product of particular groups 

or~ividuals. Moral knowledge would in this instance be Possible'. 

The case for relativism seems strong due to the" fact that ,values 
I 

in or among various societies appear to differ. Even within societies 
""-

they change from time to time. It is, however, to be acknowledged 

that a society usually holds opinions on matters other than morality 

and these views also differ from those held in' other societies. The 
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truth or falsity of statements of fact can be demonstrated by means of 

evidence. Anyone who questioned Columbus f voyages as not offering 

evidence for the "roundness" of the earth, rather than its "flatness", 

could be shown to have misunderstood the meaning of the terms "round" 

and "flat" and what counts for evidence of each. In not understanding 

the implications of each attribute, the resulting false belief'in the "flat-

ness" of the world after evidence has been given for its "roundness", 

is a linguistic one. It follows that no two people could make the same 
. '. '" 

stat~ment and count completely different things as evidence; in the end 

at least one of them could be convicted of linguistic ignorance. 8 In this 

... . 
way opinions can, by means of empirical evidence, be proven to be true 

or false. Might it not be a matter of time until some moral beliefs are 

also demonstrated to be wrong, or are moral claims somehow differ-

ent? Sailing around the world or taking aerial photographs would count 

as evidence to support tlleclaim that the earth was round, but what 
t' 

would count as evidence against a moral claim? The relativist can 

claim that in statements of evaluation, '!the evaluation is not connected 

logically with the factual statements .on which it is based". 9 One may 

claim that something is "good II because of certain evidence; anoth~r 

can hold. that that fact counts as evidence for the opposite. This diffi
----r--. 
culty in ascertaining the truth or falsity of statements of evaluation is 

'}he upshot of "good" containing nothing in its meaning ft connects it 

with one piece of evidence rather than .another. 10 As a resplt, there 

.. . 
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is no agreement as to wrult would count as criteria for claiming moral 

J know leqge. 

When a society or individual starts to question moral beliefs 

there is a tendency to-adopt relativism. 11 What could be more conven-

ient than to say that moral values are simply those rules which a soc

iety adopts to promote the type of consequences it prefers? This atti
)~-' 

tude would obviously dismiSS absolute judgement of value and rrtbral 

knowledge as utter non -sense. 

The questioning of moral values did not, however, lead to wide-

spread relativism. It was the aim of all relative systems to lay down a 
. 

precise meaning of good. rIf good could be defined in the same manner 

as we define t~e term "ba~lor" as an "unmarried man", then w~ should he 

t 

able to determine good and .bad as easily as one distinguishes between 
~ 

married men and bachelors. In addition to the aforementioned difficulty 

in c~!ng to' an agree,:""nt as t~ what would count as evid~nce for some

~ being "good" in an-attempt to make an analogy between moral 

terms of ~valuation and other predicates and adjectiv~s, the acceptance 

of a definition of good necessitates that certain things ought to be done. 

The attempt to answer "Why ought I to do X" leads.on~ to ask fO/

sons which are as difficult to answer as., ''What is good?" \:.' . 
G. E. Moore upon being asked "What is good?", answered "Good 

cannot be defined. G~od is good and that is aU-l ha~ to say about it ... 13 

The only way one could know anything moral, according to Mqore, was 



.' 

It' 

by' intuition. If moral adjectives cannot be understood or ascertained 

in the &ame manner as non -moral or "natural" properties, then the 
. 

moral adjectives could only be a sort of property discerned by "i.mui-

tion ft. This "intuition" could be used either to decide the goodness of 

an act or person. According to this view" in justifying "moral intui-

tions", one eliminates a clear distinction between "objective and sub-

jective" and the possibility of moral knowledge. 1;.hat is to say. intuit-

ing the good is a subjective act, but that is not to rule out objective en-

vironrnental factors that come into play. In addition, claiming to know-

something on the grounds of intuition can be'reduced to little more than 

belief. .(olf one was asked (or justifica,tion for an intuition, the evidence 

amounts to saying "X is good because I believe it is. If In this instance 

there would be great difficulty in deciding what constituted moral know-

ledge. The intuitionist~ were, however, not entirely wrong. If one 

were to decide by ~ntuition in a moral situation, would it not be Dn the 

basis of o~jective factors? No one supposes that decisions can be made 
'v'" (j 

in a vacuum. The relativist assertion is that moral values are only a 

reflection of the attitude of a particular society. In other words, each 

society sets oue its own moral rules which are designed to suit the needs 
. 

of this pa1:ticular sociological group. Moral knowledge in this instance 

amounts to nothing more than ta'ste. An individual who resides in a par-

ticular society could justify his ac:;tions to another only on the basis of 

what he has been }eq. to believe is the case. 

" , 
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Another subjective view is emotivism. The emotivists clarm 
~ ) 

that goodness_and badness are merely expressions of a >particular atti-

tude toward an object, ~rson, action, etc. It is expressions of this 
~ 

nature which determine the gocxlness or badness of an object or action. 

There is, therefore, no moral truth or knowledge: 
, 

Having become convinced that moral values are attitudinal and 

not something which can be empirically shown to be true or false, cer-

tain moral philosophers took to analysing moral fanguage. It appeared 

. to these scholars that knowledge of ultimate moral principles was im-
, ~ 

possible and moral language .was the only r~maining clue to detennining 

what moral knowledge consi$ted of. In a more sophisticated fonn of 

emotivtsm moral language was decla~d to serve, two functions: 1) it 

expref?ses approval; 2) it tries to influence others to express a similar 

approval. Perscriptivism added that moral language also 3) attempts 

to guide conduct and 4) is universal. Per~criptivism does not deny 

relativism but it does indicate that emotivism is unconvincing and !ack-, 

ing in adequate criteria for moral knowledge. 14 Moral knowledge, 
~ 

.'7 

strictly speaking, is not possible for prescriptivists. 

In summary, the absolutist position is dubious as it is difficult 
, ~ 

to see how someone could know that something is good,but Similarly we 

do not know that relativism is correct. At most the relativist can only 

examine carefully the opinions that are accepted by his society, or by 

himself, and reduce them. to some sort of system that cannot be judged 

) 

-
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. , , 
right or wrong without an appeal to a higher set of values. It does nbt, 

however, make something right because everyone thinks or believes 

that it is. Everyone may believe that it is right to keep sla yeS but this 
• 

" <' 

does not make it right; it allows the possibility that one might question 

its rightness. It appears from the above views that it would be difficult [0 

ascertain what would count as adequate criteria for moral knowledge. 

Each of the systems outlined above is open to severe criticism. 

Initially it was proposed that if morality was knowledge then it 

could be taught. In the light of differing views on the possibility of 

moral knowledge, it is unclear whether or not morality can be taught. 

that 

In response to'this problem practical educators tend to conclude 
, l 

... it is simply, not the proper business of the school to 
<roncern itself with the substance of moral beliefs or 
practices. The schOol sho~ld attend to promoting the 
skill of moral reasoning. 1 

In this way the practical problem of existence of conflicting moral beliefs 
,. 

in society and the lack of agreement on the differing criteria of moral 
• 

knowledge can be circumvented. The characteristics of moral reasoning 

which are common to all systems become the basis of a curriculum for 
~ ,. ... 

moral education. To educate with -this as one '8 prospective goal is to 

maintain neutrality in respect to particular moral standards and systems. 

Moral reas~g is therefore "moral knowledge" that can be taught 

because it involves_~eutral position which claims not to presuppose 
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normative judgements that cannot be conclusively justified. The teach-

ing of moral reasoning will not result in indoctrinating the learner be-

cause it is common to all nonnative systems. It cab be justified as 

not teaching the child uncertain knowledge. 
, 

j' 

Even though the content of the intended program of moral reason-

i 
ing is rationally justifiable t one cannot $tirely. dismiss the notion of 

indoctrination. lnqactrination pertains not only to the content of a sub-

ject taught but also to the method by which it is taught. The intent on 

the part of the educator must not be to limit the child's perspective. If 

one fixes in a child's mind that he ought to make moral judgements in a 

\ particular manne~ and does not give him the option to make them dif

ferently t is one not still indoctrinating? 

We must then look to education in gyneral to ascertain what its 

aims are before one can decide if there is a method that can be used to 

teact~e learner~moral reasoning withoU{ indoctrinatin~him. 

, .. 

I 

.. 

" 
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Chapter II 

WliAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE AN EDUCATED PERSON? 

When one speaks of the education of a physician or carpenter one 

has in mind a very definite concept of what it is to be a physician or car-

penter. This concept guides what one would expect someone to master 

through instruction, training, and study to enable him to acquire the 
, ..' ; . ~ 

necessary knowledge and skills to function withirl'the chosen vocation or 

profession. The determination of competency within a given area is 

based upon what we think a physician or carpenter to be, and similarly 
~~ I 

one uses the same criteria to determine when the "educational" task has 

been completed. lOne would not however refer to a physician as "edu-

ca"ted" if he had only mastered the skills involved in his profession. The 

kind of knowledge thal an educated man has must also satisfy further ~-

.2-quuements. \~ 

Firl3t, the knowledge that an educated man has must not be know-

ledge that is received without being "utilized, tested or thrown into fresh , 

, combinations." It must not be inert. 3 That is, the knowledge of an edu-

cated man must affect.the way he looks at thin~~ generally. A person 

who knows architecture may very well be able to answer any "classroom" 

questions in his field, ,.but in that case he would only be "informed" unless 

16 
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what he Knows affects the way he views the world around him,,4 If the 

architect is unable to utilize his ''knowledge If in his daily living beyood 

his profession, it cannot be correct to call him "educated ", His would 

be specialized ''knowledge'', a skill useful only in specific cases for 

utilitaria n reasons. Even though this knowledge is part of "education" , 
• 

it is not the whole of it. A person who posses5es this kind of know-
• 

ledge is merely ninformed" not "educated". 

Second, the know~ge of the "educated" man must be shown by 

the individual to be relevan'i to other knowledge he has acquired, so that 

it is consistent with other acquired infonnation and produces a coherent 

bcxly of knowledge. In this way the knowledge of an educated man will 

be shown by him to be relevant and useful to other information he has. 

provided that he has useful information only. The information he has 

should be used, and what is utilized (so far as practicable) should be 

shown to be relevant to other knowledge he has,S Knowing is involved 

in both inert and non -inert knowledge, but only in non -inert knowledge 

does understanding become important. T~ informed person who only 

"knows" inert ideas does not "understand" the knowledge he has acqUired. 

Inert knowledge only enab~~m to perform certain limited tasks, He 

has only been "taught to" or "taught how" which, as Ryle .flotes in "Teach-

ing and Training", incorporates only a few items of quotable in forma -

tion. 6 

Educatio~ then is "the art of utilization of knowledge ", 7 As we 
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have seen, the infonnation that is utilized musLbe :'understood". "Edu-

cation with inert ideas is not only useless: it is. above all things harm

fuL ,,8 

( 

The type of ''knowledge It that results in "education" in the true 

sense is the knowledge Socrates stressed in the Meno when he stated 

"viIJue is knowledge". The "knowledge" of the :'educated" man involves 

a commitment that comes from being "on the inSide of a form of thought 
~' I 

and awareness. ,,9 • 

"A man cannot really understand what it is to think scien
tifically unless he not only knows that evidence must be 
found for assumptions, ~U[ knows al~o what fismnts as 
evidence and cares that it, should be found. " 

A person whose 'knowledge ,. is limited to the skills of his vocation or 

profession possesses knowledge about things that are external to him. 

It does not necessarily have any real integral effect on the way he thinks 

or lives his life. He has only acqUired information for the purpose of 

performing the skills of his job. Competency in a particular vocation 

or profession would serve little purpose if the resultant carpenter or 

h " d' 11 P YSlClan was open to con emnatlon as a person. 

Our concern therefore turns to the "education of men". ''Moral 

education" becomes an important part of educating the whole man rather 

than limiting education to those things that pertain to a person in respect 

of his competence in any specialized skill, activity or mode of thought. 12, 

This plea for "education ", rather than vocational training or training for 

, 

\ 
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utilitarian purposes only, is that of 'ttiberalized education". 14 Training . 
here implies that the educational aim is limited to"'t~ devel~prnent of 

competence within the confines of a particular ~ode of thought or skill. 15 

The "knowledge" acquired through training ~ould in most instances only 

be infonnation because \t does not necessitate that the individual ques-

tion or evaluate the acquired knowledge in terms df what he already 

knows. The re9.llt is only an "informed" person, not an educated one. 

The individual is only "trained" rat~r than "educated" because of the 

end to which his acquisition of knowiedge is directed. "Education" for 

-
the sole purpose of getting a job Implies that the individual is to be edu-

cat~ to do something, this "doing" +ing so'important that the individ

ual as a person is subordinate to the .educational aim and is essentially 

reglt;Fted. "Education", on the other hand, suggests a linkage with a~ 

wider system of beliefs. 16 The aim of edUcation in this instance is self- . " 

development. It encompasses three distinctions: 

i) it implies the transmission of what is worthwhile to 
'.> those who become committed to it; 

~ 

ii) it must involve knowledge and understanding and some 
kind of cognitive perspective, whiqh are not inert; 

L, , 

iii) it at least rules out some procedures of trans-mission 
on the grounds that the acquired knowledge lacks 

(" Willingness and voluntariness onVthe part of the 
learner. 17 

__ ~ Iris necessary to explore the implications involved. in these edu-

cational goals in order to determine their usefulness as a guideline for , ~ 
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"educating the whole person". Educationtrpasses Qn~omething of value. 
~tT 

The value, however, must lie within some opjective that is worthwhile. 

If the teaching of something can only be justified by saying that it will 

enable som~.one to achieve something else which is valuable, then the 

activity is not totally educational. It will most likely result only in 

training or ~Orming the individual. Again, this is part of education, 

not the while of iL 

Education must, secondly, have a Wide cognitive perspective. 

Education is ~o deepen and broaden experience and understanding. The 

teaching of a subject in a narrowly conceived way wou1d not result in a 

true educational experience. History taught as only related to the past 

and not to literature, morals, or social structures wruld not enable the 

student to have the "wide cognitive" perspective that education demands. 

Rather, it would narrow the learner's understanding of history. 

To say, however, that education has intrinsic value is hard to 
~ 

justify. For one to admit that something is intrinsically valuable one 

must co'ncede tbat this thing is valuable in itself. The question that re-. . 

mains is, how .can'the pursuit of knowledge be justified as the intrinsic 

end of education? 

Hirst clarifies this: 

To question the pursuit of any kind of rational know
ledge is in the end self-defeating, for the question 

. itself depends on accepting the very priHciples whose 
use is finally being called to question. 1 

• f 
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One would not question the pursuit of knowledge unless 'one wa,s 

already on the "inside of a form of knowledge", for it is only from being 

in the position of caring that such questions are aske~. Further, by 

questioning knowledge as intrinsically valuable one is utilizing the same 

rationale that makes the pursuit of knowledge intrinsically valuable. 

By denying the value of the pursuit of knowledge one is denying the very 

foundation upon which the original question was based. To question the 

pursuit of knowledge already indicates a commitment and understanding 

on the part of the individual. 

. The grasp of what is meant by the intrinsic value of 
seeking knowledge must be largely dependent on one's 
grasp of the standar1~ which are built into particular 
forms of knowledge. . 

People wlio engage in an activity or sport generally come to care about 

what they are doing in the same way that those who engage in the pursuit 

of knowledge come to care about its pursuit. 

The carir:g involved in the pursuit of knowledge involves a change 

on the part of the individual. It ind~cates a commitment by the individual 

that shows he is on the "inside of a form of thought and awareness". "It 

is a logical contradiction that a man has been educated but has in no way 

changed for the better ... 20 
. 

Thirdly, education rules out some methods of transmission be-
r ' 

cause the l~arner is not free to interpr~t the information that is given 

to him. The acquited knowledge w~uld not reqUire any pB;rticipation by 



the learner. 
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He would not be required to volunteer his opinion, nor 

would it demand a willingness on his part to accept the infonnation in 

light of other things he knows. It is not educational for a student to 

learn a predetennined set of concepts that must be interpreted in a 

particular way. This amounts only to indoctrination; it prevents the 

learner from thinking. He can neither reject an interpretation nor 
, 

formulate one of his own; he must learn only what is given to him. 

The knowledge acquired through education cannot be limited to one 

mode of ~hought any more thah it can 1?e limited to doing one thing. 

The fonner results in indoc~rimition, the latter training. 

The above aims of education are those of "liberalized It educa-

tion. "Liberalized" education eliminates the restrictions on curricu-

it °t to those things deemed directly relevant to doing 

something. It de ands that the mind should not be restricted to one 

mode of thought. 21 It eliminates t.he 'possibility of tr;ining someone 

to see the world in a parrjcular Perspective as the whole' of education. 

A scientific or historical perspective would still resu~t in "training" 

ratber than "education" because it would limit the way on~ looked at 

the world. "Men could be trained to some extent in other ways of 

t~inking. ,,22 The demand for "liberalize9" education also concerns 

the tendency to constrain people's beliefs. Education should not limit 

beliefs to narrowly:"conceived or doctrinaire lines because these too 
o -

would demand no cognitive involvement on the part of tbe individual 

• 
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and result in an accumulation of "information" but not ed~cation. 23 

"Education" must then involve knowledge, understanding and 

some kind of cognitive perspect~~e which is not inert. Man's educa-

tion must affect the way he looks at things. He must "act" on the 

knowledge he acquires through education and not just passively accept 

it. 

The process of education is TesEricted so that only what is of 

value is passed on, the knowledge transmitted has a wide cognitive 
I 

perspective, and the learner is not reqUired to passively accept the 

given information. If the learner is only "educated" in those things--

that enable him to perform a particular job, it is questionable if it is 

.' to the ultimate benefit of society. Of what service is a lawyer if ~ 
, 

can be condemned as a person? "Liberalized" education on the other 

hand demands that the physiCian be also knowledgeable in other things 

tl beside those necessary for him to be a doctor. This view of education 

sees the indIvidual not just as someone ed~ to perfo~ a particu

la'r job, bu't also as a citizen, parent, friend, etc. Consequently, 

"li~rali?ed" education demands that the physician must also learn 

history, politics, law, and the like. In this way, the educated person 

will not only be trained to do something but he will also be able to per-

form his responsibilities as a parent, citizen, etc. "Liberalized" edu-

catioIl implies that an educated person is expected to perform social o . 

functions beyond the scope of his profession. It is because of this that 
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liberal educators feel that the child should be taught what is right and 
~ , 

~rong. One's daily, living, both as a citizen and as an employed indiv-

idw;tl, constantly involves judgements as to the ,rightness or wrong-

, ness of particular qecisions. These judgements depend upon an in

dividual's character and how he sees himself in' relation to the worid 

around him. 
... 

Moral e<!l.!cation, then, becomes Ian important part of "educating 

for men" because -the whole person is Jing take;tnto account. It re-

s lates both .to' one's profession and daily living. The rna I . 

skills in a particular profession only result in a pers 

the person may still "be condemned as a person I'. 

allow for this possibility. -It must consider the whole per on which 

necessitates the inclusion of "moral education" within the concept of 

"education". The reference here is something differe 

science, English, medicine, law, and religion, yet coordinate with 

them. 

A program of moral education, provided that it is part of "educa-

tion", must be in accordance with the educational guidelines that have 

been set up. It seems likely that certain methods of teaching moral 

education can be eliminated because the knowledge acquired would only 

be inert and the meth.ad by which it was taught denied voluntariness of 

the learner, because he. was not free to interpret the acquired know-

ledge. 

f 
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Once a method of teaching moral education has been decided 

upon it remains to be determined whether or not the knowledge that the 

learner acqUires is presupposing a nonnative system of ethics. For 

if this is the case then the knowledge acquJred would only be inert and 

the learner's "education" would result in little more than indoctrina-

tion. 

'" 
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Chapter III 

THE PROBLEMS OF 'PEACHING MORAL REASONING 

Moral education at first seems to be a denial of what has been 

said about the need for "liberalized education': '-"Moral" can mean "right", 

which implies that "moral education" will be res\ricted to predeter

mined sta,ndards. This is the case because "moral" and "ethical" are 
,~\ 

often intterchangeable with "right" and "good". But one also talks of 

moral or ethical judgements, arguments or points of view. Here 

"moral" and "ethical" do not mean what is morally right or ethically 

good, but indicate that such argumen.ts ~ judgements, reasons, etc. , 

pertain to morality and ethics. For the purposes of this analysiS 

"moral education" will be taken in the latter sense as education per-

taining to morality. One is £mt appealing to the former definition 

because this would ass!Jrne that a normative system of ethics was 

being used as a standard whereby to determine the "right" that is to 

be taught. This would not be "education". for our purposes because 

the process .of teaching would then necessarily limit the child's think-

ing. That is, the child would only be taught one way to do things-- , 

-
the "right" way. Further, as discussed in chapter one, the posSibilit~ 

,-
of a normative system, as "the" system which is universally 

28 
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acceptable, cannot be conclusively established. A I!0rmative system 

of ethics is further unac table to "liberal" educators because it 
\ 

would only result in "tra" ing". This is because the adoption of one 

normative system of et . s would result in the child's being 'ieducated" 

to see the world around him in one way only, thus limiting ~Ji "know-
< 

ledge" to infonnation which does not serve educational pu~ses. 
I 

"Moral education", then, is education pertaining ~-fuorality. 

The question, "What is morality?" naturally follows. For, in order 

to determine if morality is teachable one must try to discover what 

morality is "'in ana by itself". The idea J as Frankena suggests 1, is the 

idea of an action -guid~ that is .poth rational and social: In this sense, 

morality is part of the social institution of life. "It is a way of looking 

at the world that parallels other approaches such as logical, religious, 

historical, scientific and Clesthetic. ,,2 Given that moral knowledge 

could be ascertained, justification of moral education would be based 

----F the same argument that would be used to justify the inclusion of 

~them~tics ~r physical education in a school curriculum. ftthough 

this knowledge cannot be conclusively ascertained, the "educatiobH of 

a child would not be complete without it because ilis cognitive perspec-
. .' 

tive of the world around him would be limited. ''M.oral education" is 

only one part of education, which has as its subject matter, ·'Life in 

aU'of its manifestations". 3 'Morality is concerned with fa~r play and 

-harmony between individuals, the. harmonising of things inside each 

" 
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individual, and the general purposes~of human life a~ a whole. 4 

"Moral education" should then complete the eduqHional aim to 

educate the whole person, providing, of course, moral "knowledge" 

of some sort can be ascertained. But it must be done in accordance 

with the aforementioned guidelines; it must result in an "educated" 

rather than a merely "informed" person. Our primary concern is to 

avoid indoctrination. Initially it was stated that given that there was 

no difficulty in detennining the content- of' a subject to be taugh,t, then 

.one need only worry about the intent on the part of the educator to 

a void indoctrination. Indoctrination is a mixed notion; it involves 

both the nature of the knowledge taught and the way in which the know

ledge is t.ransmitted. 5 Given that moral knowledge cannot be deter-

mined, one cannot ~s it as part of education or dismiss its 

teaching as not important. Moral education is an important part of 

"education". When we speak of educating for the whole person, one 

cannot just teach part of the subject matter and neglect the rest. 

Given that the content of moral knowledge cannot be ifscertained, 

one can evaluate programs of moral education for their educational sig-

nificance by checking the method by which "moral education" is to be 

taught. There appear to be three methods by which one can teach 
"\ I morality: historical, survey, the teaching of moral beliefs, and the 

\aChing of moral thinking. 

( A historical survey would consist of teaching the learner how 

\ 
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men viewed morality in the paSt, what types of things were considered 

to be moral and immoral, and why given the social environment they 

./ 

were regarded as such. This method of "moral educatio.n" does not 
\ 

necessarily presuppose a nonnative system because all s~stems are 

being taught. However, this would not result in "education". Know-

e on the part of the learner i,s involved. He Will know how people 

rticular era regarded morality, but there is little if'any under-

"ng. The child's moral education has resulted in little more than 

acqua"nting him with how others view mJrality. He still does not have 

any nowledge that is useful to him. He is still on the outside of mo-

rality looking in. "Education" demands that the learner be on the 

"inside", not a passive bystander. This type of "moral education" 
) 

need not" result in any change in how the child viewed the world nor is 

it likely to give him anything but i'inere" knowledge. 

Teaching moral beliefs could be done in a similar manner to a 

historical survey. Since this has been ruled out as nap -educational t 

one must look elsewhere. Moral beliefs could be tapght to the learner by 

rate. The learner would be reqUired to recite why it is that certain acts 

are right, and expected to act accordingly. However, this would assume 

first, that a normative system was ~lready adopted, hence resulting 

in indoctrination. Second, there would ~ little understanding on the 

part of the individual. There is a difference between being taught to 

believe s,omething and believing something. In the former case~ there 

} 
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is neither understanding nor freedom on the part of the individual. He 

believes something not by choice but because he has been told to be-

lieve. In the latter case, the individual, by choice, and through under-

standing has come to believe that something is right, wrong, etc. The 
, 

teaching of moral beliefs does not provide for freedom of the individual 

to choose for himself and it does not attempt to help the child under-

stand why certain things are believed to be right. The child does not 

have the choice o~ accepting or rejecting the belief, its teaching by in

tem is still indoctrination. The child has not arrived at the belief by 

his own choice, it has been taught to him. 

One is left then with teaching moral thinking. This can be done 

in two ways: (1) by teaching the child predetermined moral judgements, 

or (2) by teaching the child how to make moral judgements. The former 

is non -educational on the same grounds as teaching moral beliefs be-
~ 

cause it would only result in indoctrinating the learner with useless 

"information It. The latter cannot be so easily dismissed. Teac~ing 

~ 

the child how to make moral judgements will enable him to 'be on the 

inside" of moral knowledge. His "moral education" will involve under

standing. Given also that the learner is being taught how to make judge;:J t , 
ments rather than which judgements to make, it appears that no norma-

. 
tive system of ethics is being presupposed. Rather than teaching the 

child a pre~etermined set of beliefs that derive their ri~htness. from a 

normative system, the child is being taught the means whereby he can 

) 
L __ 
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decide. that a particular moral judgement is right or wrong. lndoc-

trination does not seem to be explicitly implied either in coment pr 

method. 
- . 

The teaching of normative ethics, or a' predetennined set of 
, "'-

judgements of moral obligation and moral value, will not satisfy the 

educational aim to, "educate" the .whole person. "Moral education" 

as the "right" education cannot be educationally justified. Education 
... 

pertai'ning {Q morality, on the other hand, does not imply teaching .. 

"what is the case" but rather, how to decide what to do. It involves 

teachmg a logic of justification of judgements 0' moral obligation '~ 

and value, 6 it does' not justify specific predetermined judgements. 

This latter position is preferable because· it is believed that a 

"neutral" poSition is being taken as to what is "right" and what is 

"wrong", 

The lack of agreement on the differing criteria of moral know-

ledge is eliminated. By teaching moral reasoning, or a method where
'J 

by one can make moral judgements, the educational aim of educating 

" 
the whole person appears to be fulfilled, and no normative syStem is 

necessarHy presupposed. 

Is this method of teaching moral educ,ation as normatively 

neutral as one would like to believe? In order to answer this, the 

policy of the Ontario Ministry of Education, as found in Religiout;; In-' 
. . 

formation and Moral Development, the report of the Committee on 
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Religious Education in the Public Schools of the Province of Ontario. 7 . 
will be taken as an example ot'a possible position that one could adopt 

to teach m'oral reasoning. Given that th;is position does not involve 

knowledge, understanding and a cognitive perspective which is not 

"inert", it wtll indicate that there is no position that will meet the 

educational aim to educate the whole person. Either, the aim must 

be changed to accommodate moral education or moral education can-

not be taught. 

'The aim of this program of moral education is to stimulate 

moral reasoning rather than" to incl:l~cate moral absolutes. This posi
I 
I 

tion is justified in the following m~n 
\ 

The aim of education, in is seen as character build-

ing. This alone is justifiable as aim of educati:)O because it "enj oys 

a respectability of y~ars ". Many curriculum objectives have been used 

as the ultimate a:iril of education, but char~cter building alone has sur-.. .' 
vived through time. Few, if any, of the 9ther objectives known from 

. ' 

the hist0I:y.of education can claim ~he s~me durability. 8 

The desirable qualities of charact~r, among other things, en

compass a high degree of moral development and an aw~ness of 

those ethical ideals which a~ gene~al1y commended by f?9cietY. 9 It 

" would then be neglect on the part of education not to have a p,rogram of 

moral education when it ie an important part gf the ajm of education. 
\ I ..' ", 

The character of the individwH would not be fully "educated" if-Jnbral 
I , 
! ' 
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educ cted. The school then is justifiably responsible 

this aspect of the child's education, even 'though this is not ex-:

clusiv:elya school ~sponsibility. 10 

Having decided that moral education was the responsibility of 

t~~ school, it was the remaining task of the Committee to decide by 

what means character, ethics, social attitudes and moral values, and 

principles might be taught' to the young. 11 

Morality as the Committee views it lies in a person's ability 

to make moral judgements. 12 Since education is a developmental pro-

cess t moral education consists of helping the child through practice to 

make moral decisions~ 13 The content of the moral judgements is not, 

however, the important objective, it is, rather the moral point of view 
\. 

or formal character of a pa:?t~cular moral judgement or moral decisio~ 
, 

"that is imporqlnt. By using a definition of morality that makes the pro-
• J 

cess of making a judgement more import'---ant than normative judgements, 

conduct is separated from mO,rality. This avoids the assumption that 

morality is only conduct. 14 Conduct win.. be used as a measure of the 
. , 

level of moral development thai the, child is at, 15 not as a measure of 

the "morality" of the child. SOcially desirable behaviour and social 

adjustment should not be and a,re not, according to this poSition, the 
. . 

immediate purpose of moral education. However, moral conduct will 

be a probable consequence.of mo~al educationl~ and social adjustment 

, V/ill be evidence of moral developmeI1t. 17 
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These conclusions are a result of the belief that norms of con-

duct based on moral reasoning are more wide,ly applicable than conduct 

based upon moral absolutes. 18 A child in the f~nner instance will al-... . , 

ways be ~le to decide for himself what ~o do in a,-pa~ticular situa~ion 

whereak in the lader instance a child would only be able to do those __ ,J 

things he has been taught to do. It may well be that in the second case 1 

given a new ~ituation, the, child has no idea how to decide what to do. 

SOCial a.djustment and acceptabl~ behaviour are a probable consequence 

of moral reasoning because moral judgements will appeal, through 

moral reasoning, to an absolute standard that the Committee believes 
~ 

, lies solely in t~ precept of justice. This reflects a position similar 

to that of Rawls. 

''The primary subject of the PrtnC1\le~ of socIal jus
tice is the basic structure of society,;: the arrange
ment of maj or institutions into one scheme of co
operation. The~e,principles govern the assignment 
of rights and dyties and they detennine the l~ro .. 
priate benefits anq burdens of social life. " ., 

Given that p. child reas6ns justly, chances are he will act in the same 
J 

way. Justice is tISed because the most fundamental value of a society 

is tenned moral value ~nd the major moral value (at least in our 

society) is justice. 20 To reason morally is synonymous with thinlcing 

justly. The objective' of the progr:am of moral educatiqn must always 

be to encourage the individual to weigh the justice of alternative courses 

of action or of varying conclusions open to ~m. 21 It is this habit' of 

.' 
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basing behavioural decis}ons on the highest moral reasoning (of which 

the individual is capable) that permits a universal consistency. If all 

men reason justly then no man will be condemned as a person, and the 

educational aim to "educate for mentl will be fulfilled. 

,It lS, first, not the responsibility of moral educators to decide 
~ 

what behaviour ought to be allowed or disallowed in society. When 

people who hold different moral t>eliefs disagree about a standard of 

-
, behaviour the problem is social or political, not a R1~al problem. , 

.. Second, it is not tttE:: Committee's' responsibility to determine why 

people who twld definite' moral principles and values fa~l to put these .. 
ideas into practice. This is the task of psychology. It is, however, 

the task of those involved in moral education, tQ help those who dO' not 

know what values and principles they hold and to teach them how to 
1, ..... 

apply thelr moral ideas to. specific situations. 22 What the moral edu-
. -

cator does, however, should not conflict with those things that are 

currently accepted in socie~y and psychology. The -aim "and method of • • 

a program or moral eduCation'must be in accordance with what purpose 

the school has in that society and wha~ psyChol~gical principles have 

been adopted in other areas of learning. 
\. 

The teaching of moral reasoning as outlined by the. ,Cotrl.mittee 
Jj . 

is a refined view of moral education that refleG'ts the confl~ct between - , 
old and 'new moral!ty. The old is uQ,a-cceptable because it is little 

mote than indoctrination; th~ ~w is abandoned'bec~use jt rejects tbe 
.( 

' .. 
, ' 

\ 
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general nature of morality. 

This position helps the individual developmentally to become 

the autonomous individual that society expects him to be. 'the indiv-

idual's character development is based upon those things society 

deems iinportant and thus surpasses self-centered interests, yet is 

still individualistic because it demands that the individual choose for 

himse If via the use of reason. 

In addition, this view of moral education appears to be in ac-

cordance with the liberalized aim of education to educate the whole 

pers~on, rather ,han to train him for a specific task or to indoct!inate 

him. 

The task of the moral educator as seen by the old morality 
, , 

• Ii 

was to incu~cate the rules or values of society. A disposition to live 

by these rules was taught, through the use of indoctrjnation, habit-

uation, punishment and reward. Tl}e _patterns of behaviour taught to 

the child were taken as complete and final because the contnent of 

I morality was relatively fixed.' Ant method, even non-rati~nal ones, 

were justified in making the chilc;l behave morally. 23 Thi.s p<;>;inc;n 
--

would be acceptable if morals were God-given, immutable or abso-

lute because morality would be the same for .adults and children 

alike. The mistake today is to believe that what~mature morality 

contains is what we should teach the immature. Since moral~ty is ... 

developmental this is an untenable po~ition. 

'-
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The new morality, on the other hand t sees moral educatiQn as 

not including moral lessons. the use of moral praise or blame or the 

inculcation of moral rules or ideals. It sees moral education as edu

cating the child in a~ atmosphere of love ,and s"incerity. 24 From a 
" 

loving environment the child will emerge as a mpral person. This 

latter approach is, however, contrary to the general na~ure of moral-

ity~ True, the fear which underlay the old morality was too exces-

sive in some instances, however, "if we totally remove fear from 

the life ~f the child, we end up wanting the child to obey a morality 

whose fundamental motives we do our best to remove. ,,25 The child 

must have a motive or reason to behave in a particular manner. With-

out a motive the child is led to believe "anything goes". A loving en-

vironment brings the child to the belief that tOOre is no 'wrong" act 

or judgement. . 

.Fear '!8' an educational concept ~s far-reaching inplications. 

The ,conscience develops on the basis of fear, and learning i§ mod-. ":. 

ified more and more by reason. The diligence, concentrati9!l rJ,nd 

perseverance demanded by education do not come from self-interest 

al~ne. 26 Those things come from irr~tiona~ superego anxiety. The 
• 0 _ /,- , 

child experienc_es a conflic't between what he wants to do and ~ha~ . 
• > "-" . 

others reqUire him to do. This anxiety enables the child to see situ-. . 
ations as potentially ego-deflating and make him want to do the right 

thing so he will be accepted by 'others. It is only when behaviour 

, . 
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becomes an inseparable part of personality that anxiety ,is no longer 

necessary. The child behaves not out of fear bur rather because he 

wants to. Until self-interest takes over as a motiv~ for the child to 

behave properly, which rarely happens before late ad~les'ence, the 

child needs some fear td motivate him. By removing fear from the 

child's world a disservice is being done to him.' Education in general. 

along with moral education, expects the child to postpone immediate 
- " 

pleasures (deny hi~ immediate self- interest) in order to gain more 

lasting satisfactions in the future. This is what education demands in 

order for one to reach one's goals most effectively~ 7J If the child is 

not able to postpone his immediate pleasures, he will only "learn" 
. 

when he is happy, e. g. if the lesson is fun. This learning, however, 

does not result in "education" because th~ child is, not reqUired to re-

organize knowledge on his own or put the concepts he has acqUired 

into new combinations.' He only acquires inert knowledge. ,,' . 
-,,- ~ ~~---

Teaching how to make mo~l judgements is an attempt to avoid .. ' .' 

the paradoxical po~ition that moral education is no moral education28 

--.. '- . . 
and yet react against .the older traditional methods of mo.ral education 

t resulted in little more than indoctrination. This teaching of how . " -- - , 

to m ke moral judgements, or "refined" morality has_ as its base a 

lief in what is right and wrong b?sed on fear pf perdition;29 a 

position that permits no shading, ,and no relativity. The sometimes

yes -sometimes -no position will only result in the childfs fee~ing he 
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can do as he pleases. 'The teaching of moral reasoning will serve the 
, 

purpose of a rigid base for morality. The child will have a standard 

by which to decide wha~ to do (e. g. justice) and he will Qe required to 

make a moral judgement to the best of hiS. ability. 

The new morality does, however, make additional demands 

upon education. These too the "refi~d o. morality ~cognizes. One 

must now somehow educate for an "independent arrival at a conviction 
~ . 

of o~ 's own accountability towards one's fellow man in addition to 

having a rational acceptance of justice as the proper atmosphere in 
I 

which all individuals ca~ flourish. ,,30 \. '\ C., 
'- /' . 

Character building, as an aim of a program to teach moral 

reasoning, needs further clarifi~ation. We speak of pe,ople "having 

cllilracter", that is, it is something we possess. From this we tend 

to speak naturally, in the moral sphere, of "training" character. 

What is in mind here is "pers-istence, incorruptibility and integrity 
I 

in ~lation to the" practic~ o(pr·fnciples. ,,31 -Character can also be 

,. used in a more' nbn-commital sense teferring to character traits. 
~<-

The "training" of character here would be to ensure "reliability of 
"'- ....:~., ... .... ~ 

response in -accD.rdance with a code of ethics ". -This would sugge'st 

that the "reason why It of things woqld not be paJ;t of the e'ndea vour .to 
.. ..... ... . ~ ~.. '-- "" 

~ teach the child. 32 

Neitqer of these is conSidered in. teaching moral reasoning. 

First, because "training" has an extrinsic end, and second, because' . . 

• 
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"';the reason why" is by definition a necessa~ part of the teaching ~f 
~moral reasoni~g. This position sees moral education and-the building 

of character as indirectly teaching moral beliefs. That is, the'cur-

riculum involves questions of fact, and questions of justification in re-

lation to moral beliefs that people hold. In teaching the reasoning 1n-
I 

volved in making the decision "1 ought to do x", one also teaches the 

truth claim that "I believe that x is the right thing to do", 33 T~ teach-

tng of moral reasoning does then indirectly involve people's beliefs. 

"Character bll~lding" as an aim of moral education as seen by 
- ,< 

the Committee is also related to those things that are expected by 

·society.34 Morality as a social enterprise exists before the individual' 

and is therefore not invente? by him. In making society rhe object of . 

moral conduct, one has su~pa.ssed the level of self-centered inte::ests. 35. 

Without a'ocial system, moral claims would amount to little more 

than shouting in the wind. Moral claims, in this respect, are like any 

other claims, -legal or otherwise. The similarity lies in the fa~t that 

without a system ·to judge these claims) it would be questiomlbie 

whether they meant anything at all. itA social system provides cri-

• 
teria for judging moral claims and for determining the goals of edu-

cation. ,,36 Thus, for an individual his initial moral education is via 

an external system that makes demands on him. It is the ultimate aim 

of moral education to ensure that these external demands become in-
. ' 

ternalized by the individual so he sees them as his own, At this ppint, 
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• 
the demands made upon him by himself are not just for his benefit or 

others, rather they are "a combination of both the social and rational 

elements involved in morality ... 37 

The "new morality" is right in demanding freedom on the part 

of the individual. itA certain amount of 'freedom from' is a necessary 

precusor to any positive achievement in moral education ... 38 In a mo-

raI situation a person at some stage must be "free" to judge, decide, 

op~ for or arbitrarily piCk" one alternative rather than another. 39 The 

aim of moral education is to teach the reasons one has for choosing one 
! 

alternative rather than another, and thereby teach what to dQ. Howeve~, 

it must be remembered that a ~strictive system and the tension that it 

can create involve an fmportant element jn achievement. 'The removal 

of all difficulties and stumbling blocks may not necessarily be releas-

ing, paradoxical though this may seem. ,,40 Freedom from re{ra~'s""'" 
is a "negative freedom P' and does not necessarily free the indi \dUal. 

, I . . " . ~'. 
tion would leave the individual in a situation where he cannot dec de 

./ 
what he is to do. Por this reason, the standard of justice ify.ifuposed-' 

'. 
upon the child as a ~tandard by which, througtJ, reason, he can make 

moral jUdgem& ' . , 

. . 
,Morality is not entirely social. . It is social and individualistic. 

It is individualistic because 'it calls for the use of rr As Socrates .:I 

implied, "morality fosters or even calls for the ~ of a reason and a 

4 -
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kind of autonomy on the part of the individual, asking him, when rna - ' 

ture, to make his own decisions and stimulate him to think out the 

principles or goals in light of which he is to make his decisions ... 41 

Education is not possible if the individual seeks authoritative moral 

prescriptions f:r;bm some person or institution by which to govern his 

conduct. This would deny 'the individual's autonomy - -he would not be 

on the "inside of a form of thought". 

Moral education then is a process of development that enables 

an individual to become a~tOJlomous and it is therefore usual to dis

tinguish between stages of moral deVelopment. The position in ques

tion uses the research of Lawrence Kohlberg as support. Kohlberg42 
, ' 

suggests six stages for moral d~velopment grouped i~ pairs: 

"There is the pre-moral level when the child obeys , 
to escape punislunent or to gain rewards. Then 
comes the level of conventional role conformity in 
which the child obeys to escape the disapproval or 
shame that might follow critiCism. Third is the 
level of self-ac,cepted moral principles. ,·43 

Generally speaking, in teaching moral reasoning, one is adopting a 

position tbat conforms to the aim to "educate for men t1 in that this 

method aims to educate the whole person. 

A person's ability to make moral judgements is a sign- of moral 
/' 

maturity. This reflects the work ,of Kohlberg. Kohlberg could, upon 

questioning a child about a particular moral situation, d~termine by' ' 

the child's answer what stage of moral development he was in. This" 

---.. ----........ ----~- ~ - -~ ....... ". ~- ----- -.,- .. 
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in turn, could be used as a guide to determine how a child would most 

\ likely answer other similar moral questions. Kohlberg could also pre-
( 

diet that, given a certain group of children in a~ situation where 

they were gi ven an opportunity to cheat, those that were capable of a 

higher leve\ of moral reasoning were less likely to cheat than those at 

a lower level. The child that reasoned at a particular level was most 

likely to behave in a certain manner that reflected his stage of develop-
./ 

ment; this being very similar to the" Platonic idea that "virtue is know-

Jedge". Given a certain kind of knowledge, a man will be necessarily 

virtuous. --........ 

K ohlberg's stages reinforce the idea of teaching moral reaso 

ing as the main content of moral education. In a given moral situat' 

a person mu~ judge, decide or pick one alternative rather than ano

ther. 44 The aim of moral edu ation is t teach the reasons one has for 

choosing one alternative rather than ano er. By teaching the child how 
. . 
to choose through"the use of moral reason~ng, we give him the neces-

sary skills to pa~s through the ~tages of moral development outlined 

by Kohlberg. It will also enable the individual to attain the ul~imate . { 

aim of moral education to arrive independently at a conviction of one's 

~ own acco~tability towards one's fellow man. 
I 
) 

Teaching moral reasoning or how to make moral judgements, 

therefore, generally complies with the educational theory of education 

for man. It aims not to train but to educate. The ability tq reason 

) 
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, 
morally will be reflected in behaviour, Secondly, this position also 

agrees with moral philosophy in general. 'Traditionally moral philos-

ophy has always been regarded as a practical science, a "science t· be-
. 

cause it is a systematic inquiry, the goal Qf which is knowledge, and 

"practical" because the goal is practical knowledge of what to do rather 

than knowledge of what i~ the case. ,,45 The approach of teaching the 

method whereby one can make moral judgements deems moral reason-

ing to be the teachable part of morality and uses it to "educate:' the 

children to be able to decide what to do. They do not endeavour tn 

teach the child "what is the case ". This is left for the child to decide 

for himse If. 

In deciding to teach moral reasoning to the child, some educa-

tional problems ~ve been avoided. Moral reasoning was chosen' as 

t~ !'knowledge" to be taught ~9ause it was believed to be common to 

all normative systems of~thiCS. This avoids the problem of teaching 

a specific normative system. Tfaching one system may not be accep

table to those whose children are being taught. ThiS is the case since no 

system is without faults and paren~may claim tt:eir way to be equally 
. 'I 

valid. By teaching a normative syst¢n of predetermined judgements 

of value, the child is being taught what is the case and indoctrinated to 

act accordingly. This results in the child not being on the "inside" of 
"-

what he is doing. The child does not understand "why".he is to act in , . 
a particular way, 
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• 4.-
Th~' teaching of normative ethics does not satisfy the aim of 

,education/co build character. The teaching of moral reasoning is pre-
i , 

ferable primarily because it doe&"flot presuppose that certain moral 
, . - > 

judgem~nts and valuefil~l.ar~ right or wrong. It is neutral with respect 
> ' ... \- , 

.' 
Co a normative system ..... It leaves the child free to make his own moral 

judgement as to what he~ught to do. 

This position is not, however, as "neutral" as the Committee 

would like us to beu;;ve. It is not clear that this position is "neutral tt 

with regard to a nonnative system. First, in teaching how to make 

the moral judgement '1 ought to do xu. one is involved indirectly with -& 
normative ethics. Second, it is questionable if, in fact, a logic of 

justification of judgements of moral obligation and value based on mo-

ral reasoning, is normatively neutral. 

In order to teac;.h a child how to make the monU judgement "I 

ought to do x", the child will be taught moral reasoning' which is equi

valent to thinking justly. 46 This is not a n~rmatively neutr~l position. 
~ ~ 

In a moral situation a person must at some stage choose alternatives. 

'~oral education" ~ill teach the child the reasons o~ has for c~~sing 
one alternative rather than another. In this way, one's moral judge- , 

ments can be justified by giving the reasons for making the choice. It 

is,not, however, enough to cite just any reasons to justify a moral de

cision; the reasons must be'relevant to tbe situation. In other wordS,. 

, . in j ~tifying one's judgement to do something through the use of reason, ( 
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a person is committed to an appeal to a certain set of rules. 
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\ 

Even 

though in making the final judgement "I ought to do x", no explicit ap

pea~ to a rule is made,' there must be rules in order to m~~j u9ge

mene 47 Moral judgements are made by appeals to descriptive rea-

sons, which describe the situation at hand and make the reasons rele

vant to the situa~on. This appeal presupposes rules. 48 If it was not _ 

/ ' the case that ;ne could appeal to some rules in order to make one's 
\ 

\~asons rel~vant ,to the ~ud~ement "I ought to do x .. , then what would 

count as adequate justification of one's moral judgement? Would it be 

a judgement if it could' not be j us~1fied ? 

One must then determine what is a "good U reason or reasons 

to justify a moral judgement. As Baier explains, "If in offering some-

thing as a reason for'a moral judgement, one has reason on one's side, . ~ 

, 

then what one has offered as a reason for the moral judgement tnust be 

a "good reason", ,,49 One must then appeal to some sort of rule in 

order to determine if his reason is "reasonable" and thereby a "good, 

i.f I have been cheated,. I have a desire for re-

venge upon t.he person who·cheated me. In justifying my desire for . 
revenge, I would state that "I have been cheated". It is, howe,ver, 

,only.because there is a mor~1ation about cheating ~hat using "I 

.have be~n cheated tI is relevant to the situation. If there was no moral 

rule about cheating, then any "descriptive" reason t~t mentioned 

" 

. ' 
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. 
cheating would not be relevant to anybody's judgement to get back at 

the person who cheated. The reason given to justify the decision 

would "not be "reasonable" and? therefore, not a "good" reason. The 

situation cannot be left as it stands. Although there is a moral rule 

~ about cheating this does not justify my judgement to get revenge. This 

! 
I 

. / 

justification must be made by an appeal to higher rules that some 

would be inclined to call moral principles. 50 

For the present, putting the "moral principles" aside, what are 

the "moral rules "? Gert, in The Moral Rules, 51 'defines them in this 

way: 

Moral Rules are universa152 in that they have no reference to 

any specific person, group, place or time. ,. All rational men are re-

quired EO obey them. at all times. For ~his reason, they must be un

derst~ndable by all men and capable of being foll?wed by them. 53 They 

are unchanging and ~nchangeable, discovered rather than invented, and 
I 

not dependent on the will of any men or group of men. 54 

'\ 
<Th~ content of moral rules is restricted not to promoting good, 

,. 

but rather to avOiding causing evil. Moral rules do not reqUire one to 

act to be moral. 55 If one.-formulates mo"ral rules in a poSitive manner, 

e. g. "Promote happiness", one is implying that to be moral, a person 
.a 

must act. This is not always the case. A pe.rson dOes not have to act 
, . 

to be moral. 
. . --One only haa to keep promises if one makes them. It 

seems to be a more adequate explanation of what morality is about if 
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one uses "Don't cause pain", rather than "promote happiness"~ The 
, ;0 

'y 

latter case implies one is required to be consi~tently acting in order 

to be moral, which clearly is not the case. In the former case, one 

need only act when a non :-action will cause' someone pafn. 

\ 

These necessary, and what Gert believes to be sufficient con- --

ditions of moral rules, separate moral rules from other guides for 

conduct. Men are rational and beCB.11se they seem to advocate obe-

dience to moral rules as being very important, Gett takes this as well 

as other characteristics of moral rules and constructs ten moral rules. 

The prima9' consideration for Gert is that all rational men would have 
~ ... 

a "public" attitude toward the moral rules. This "public" attitude to-

warq rules would not ~ egocentric because an adoption of an egocen

tric attitude would be irrational because it is se If-defeating. The rules 
• <' 

'-,c. are formulared_.in a negative sense because of the criterion that one 
! ------

does not have to "do" something to be moraL TtIe ideal.pf morality 

is rather to' prevent evil. 

All rational men advocate a public rational attitude toward the 

follow~ng ten rules, all of which have equal rank. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4" 

. 5. 
6. 
7 .• 
8. 
9. 

10 . 

, Don 't ~ill; 
Don't cause pain; , 
Don't disable; , . 
Don't deprive~f freedom or 0lJPortunity; 
Don't deprive of pleas~re; .~ 
Don't deceive; . 
Keep your promise; 
Don't clleat· , , 
~be)'.'the law; ~ 
0/. your duty~ <)6 

. / 

/ 
/ 

( 
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. ~1. 
If Cert is correct, then teaching moral reasoning seems to be a rela-

, \ 
tively easy task. The child will be taught the ten moral rulett which 

.. will enable him to determine if his reasons are relevant to a particu-

lar judgement and then, act in accqrdance with his judgement which he 

knows is "right". keeping in mirttl thatt~ moral one does nor have 

to act. Wa child decide~ he cannot keen pro~e only ;"eds 

not to make promises in order to be moral. 

However, are we not back ~here we began? 

considered "educated" if he is given ''knowledge'' that he does(lo't ac'=-

tively work out for himself. By teaching ten moral, rules (or a similar 

~ set of rules), the individual will be able to give reasons to justify, but 

. tbe justification is only a set of predetermi~d rules. he has been taught. 

Giving the child moral rules amounts to giving him "inert" kriow-Ieage. 
-

The ~hi1d wpuld only be "trained If to reason morally which is not accep-
~ , -

table as ~n educational aim. One's education would amount to in~ 

trination, and "to brand any act of teaching as propaganda or indoctrr-. 
nation is to damn it in the eyes of the"educational world. ,,57 

If, however, the chil9 c'ould be taught to J:eason how these 'ten 

rules are to guide his. decisions, then perhaps the "educational" value 

of Gere's ten rules could be saved. In making an appeal to a guide to 

justify mor~l statutes, one is making an appeal to moral principles or 

value judgements; that is, the justification of the moral rule "don't 

cheat" is based on the moral principle or'value ''Y''. Vaiue judgements 

.. 
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are related to moral rules in a somewhat sImilar manner as moral 

rules are to factual reasons. Moral rules tell which reasons are re-

levant to a moral jud~ment" and value judgements tell which principles 
11 4 ,.(.. , . , 

(e. g .. ' "Y") are relevant to a moral rule. If rules are used to denote 

some guide to tell one which reasons a~ relevant to moral judgements, 

would not the relationship between value judgements and moral rules 
• 

require a set of rules to tell one which rules are relevant to a moral 

principle? H~w will these moral principles be taught? If reasons are 

related to moral judgements by moraJ tdles what relates a moral rule 

to a moral prinCiple or value judgement? Gert needs to add another 

chapter to give us a second set of rules. 

Even if this could be done, which is theoretically possible, 

what about the "moral education" al the child? One is still obligated . . 
to teach him moral reasoning if he is to be "educated". He is not to 

• I . 

be given "inert" sets of rules that do little if anythin~ for "education". 

The teaching of moral reasoning based on moral rules initially seems 

like a defensible position, but th~se rules must also be taught in an 

"educational" manner. The child must independently arrive at these 
, 

rules so that they become his rules rather than those pf another. The 

child will be able to give reason,s for all the rul~s he has. They will 

amount to "knowledge" rather thap "inert" rules that he cannot account 

for. The child can perhaps j.~ify these rules if he ~nows the moral 

principles, but, 'how in turn would one teach th~:>child to arrive at 

.... 
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these judgements of value? 

If at this point one could accept the mora!' principles, our argu

ment could end. However, in accepting moral principles .to justify our 
~ .... ~ 

moral' rules, we must conclude that a normati-ve system (predeter- . 

~ined principle~) must ~ pre'suppos~d in order to make moral reason-, . 
ing releyant. Some would argue that making ,value judgements is not 

\ really pa'~t of -moral reasoning. 58 This, however, does not take a\,Vay 

~lrorn the issue at hand. The issue is not whether value)udgements are 
. -

part of moral reasoning, but :r;:ather whether ~oral reasoning pres.up-

poses some normative system. 

Without a normative system our independent moral judgements 

based entirely on moral reasoning seem to have no ultimate justifica-

tion. Rules to justify reasons for a moral judgement necessitate a 

higher appeal to justify these rules being relevant to the reasons given. 
~ . 

This, in turn, necessitates an appeal to some type of moral principles. 

The educator demands that these principles must also be independently 

justified by reasons which demand further rules. This system, with-

out an ultimate base upon whic,h ~n individual's moral reasoning is 

based, generates an infinite regress. 

Those w~o c~oose to teach moral judgements by teachin~ moral 

reasons must firs~ accept a norIJ'lative system to prevent an infinite re-. 

gress. If this is not acceptable they can devise another method of 
, . 

teaching the child so he does not' have to arrive at moral concepts 
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. 
¥ 

"independently" or change the concept of "education" so that it does 

include some principles inculcated in the child, upon which to base . r . 
-moral reasoning. Second, in helping someone to make moral judge-

ments through the use of moral re~soning, it must be ascert~ined. if 

this can t>e done without also teaching the learner secot)rl-order beliefs 

which determine the cognitive status of moral statements, implicit in 

moral discourse, that might sometimes affect the content of his monll 

ute. It iLcannot be done, then in teaching moral reasoni,ng one is "in-, 
.-----

• I 

doctrinating" the learner with a belief that the teacher's method of 

mak.ing moral judgements is the only correct one; that is, the teaching 

~ of moral reasoning would involve an implicit, belief that justifies a per-

son's decision to be rational. This belief is pass~d on to the learner 
't. 

through ,teaching him moral reasoning. The learner is not free to 

choose what method he wishes to adopt to justify his moral judgements 

because he is not aware of the various options. He is, though not ex-

" plicitly, indoctrinated. This is because the bridging of the gap be

tween seco{ld-order beliefs and first-order moral discourse involves 

a second-order assumption about moral judgements. That is the jus-

tification of a moral judgement presupposes a view as to the cognitive 

'status of the moral statement. For example: a woman who is (;on- , . . . 

st~ntly beaten by her husband purchases a gun. The next day he chases ;' 
, . 

her. She believe!? that he is going to beat her and perhaps even kill 

her (he had nearly suc~eeded on a previous occasion). Th~ woman 

, 
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pulls t~ ~n, as re a,ttempts to hit her, and kills him. The case ,is 

brought to c~!. Nine jurors decide she is not guilty of murder be-

cause s he killed him in se If-defe nse. The te nth decides, "s he killed 

him. She is guilty," This individual on ~ome basis decided that "It 

is wrQng to kill", She killed him. She is guilty. He. need not count 

• 
any evidence given to show that, the person committed the crime in 

self-defense as adequate evidence to change his dec;ision, An intui-

tionist's moral judgements are true because the speaker sees them 

as true through insight, they are not accepted by a rational process . ' 

but are intuited to be right or wrong. On the other hand, one may, 

through the use of moral reasoning, decide that because of the cir-

cumstances, the killing was in self-defense and the accused is not 

guilty of murder. Both individuals, in this case two jurors, hav~ 

heard the same evidence in court, but have come to different decisions 

because of the underlying second-order belief about what counts as 

evidence for or against a moraI'judgement, The moral judgements 
• 

differ, and further, the difference cannot seemingly be resolved. In 
'. 

the former Gase, moral discourse allows for no shading of moral ab-

solutes, the latter allows for circumstantial evidence to influence 
l .~ 

moral judgements, neither individual accepting as valid the other's 

evidence for hrs judgement. In both cases, the second-order belief, 

implicit, in, moral discourse, has affected the moral judgement, and 

as a result has affected the content of moral life. 

\ 

~ 
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The teaching of ~oral reasoning can affect the moral life of .. -
the individual. The implicit belief that the individual must indepen-

. . 
dently arrive at a moral judgement through the .. use of re~son rules 

,Qut the possibility that the individual can act on a judgement arrived 

at by intuition~ (It is acknowledged that in other situations the two 
i~ _ 

individuals would rpa\<e the same moral judgement.) In the example 

given, the two sets of second-order beliefs about the cognitive status 

of moral statements conflict, and as a result the judgements differ. 

Second-order beliefs impliCit in moral discourse sometimes 

affect the co~tent of moral life. The teaching of moral reasoning 

completes the task to educate the whole person. A moral education 

progr~m that f:onsists of a historical survey, the teaching of moral 

beliefs, or predete~ined moral judgements will not meet this aim. 

It o[)ly results in a learner being "informed" or "in~octrinatedf'. A 

program of moral reasoning initially 'seemed to imply that the student 

would be "educated". He .would be on the "inside" of a form of knbw-

ledge in that the knowledge acquired is both understood and acted upon. 

IndQCtrination did not seem to be implied either in content or method. 
, ~ 

• 

~:::e7~::~:: ::~~:::::l :d:::~t:~:::t:: :~sP::;::::: 
because the child "arrived independe~tly (hiS moral judgements. 

A program of moral reasoning avoids the problem of deciding 

what normatiVE: system to teach, in that moral reasoning,is common 
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to all moral systems and does not presuppose any normative judge-
. . 

ments. The teaching of a sys,tem of moral justification, is not how-

ever, as normatively neutral as one is led to believe. When one , 
teaches moral reasoning, one is also inculcating an implicit belief as 

to the status of moral statements. The teaching of moral reasoning 
, 

implies that moral statements are arrived at through a rational pro-

cess by the individual. This belief rules out some methods of justi-

fication of moral statements (e. g. intuitionist) and may, as shown, 

af~ect the fiJ~t -order moral discourse, or'the moral life of the learn~r. 

Though -not(expucitly. the child is being indoctrinated. He is not to

tally f~Udge as he Plea~es. A progra~f moral· reasoning, 
. ';:::: 

though educationally preferable to an historical surveyor teaching 
• 

moral beliefs, in many ways, is not entirely normatively neutral. It 

does not teach specific normative judgements, but it does limit the 

cognitive perspective of the learner through its implicit second -order 

beliefs about the cognitive statu~ of moral statements. 

One must either change the aims of education to allow indoc-

trinati<;>)1, or eliminate moral education. The latter does not seem to 

be an option because moral education is ao important part of "educa-

tion", To neglect this area of a child's development a.nd still claim 

he is tfeducated" would be an error. The former choice of changing 

educational aims to a c'commoda te the teaching of mor.al reasoning 

appears to be preferable to not "educating" the child. It will become 

, 

\ 

A 
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clear that education pertaining to morality does involve the inculcating 

of moral absolutes and a program of moral education that does not do 

so is not truly "mora 1 education". 

\ 
j 

.' 

, /' 
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Chapter IV 

INDOGrRINATION VS. REASONING 
<iii' 

Teaching moral reasoning is a response to the general "liber-

alization" of education. The aim to "liberalize" education is opposed 

to the indoctrination and strict disCipline that limit the freedom of the , 
learner and result in the individual having a narrow cognitive perspec-

tive. In the past, the child was taught what was "right" or "wrong", 

If the child did not act in the predetermined "moral" manner, he was 

punished. This position is no longer acceptable. First, it does not 

allow for the freedom of choice that is necessary for a person to act 

morally. Second, it does not account for the position that the "intent" 

on the part of the individual is as important as the act. The moral 

education of the child, if only act-oriented, would only amount to 

moral training. "Liberalized ".education iID:plies thai: the me 

used by children to make moral j udgemertts should be the c 

moral education. It is not the intent of moral educators to dete 

if. the judgements the child makes are "right" or ''wrong'' in terms of . , .. 
an ultimate action. Rather, the judgement is 'Justified'! by the moral 

reasoning used to come to the decision; all judgements being pt;oven 

63 
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right in terms of what is the ."just" thing to do. Justice is a universal 

standard that can be consistently applied in all situations. No other 

standard can be given the same placement in moral discourse because 
. 

no other criterion is universally ac~ptable. 

By teaching the child a method whereby he can arrive at an in

dependent moral judgement, the teacher imparts a rtliberali.zed" edu-

cation. His education does not consist of ine~'deas, rather, those 

things that he ''knows'' he understands and are a tmportant part of . 
him. What he ''knows'' is reflected in his thoughts. and actions and 

shapes his "character". However, w.ill all these things make him a 

morial person? 

Assuming that the child uses justice as a determining factor 

in his judgements, what kind of situations will he be able ~o resolve 

for himself? The teacher in the classroom must be cautious in his 

selection of examples that he will present to the class for discussion. 

The examples should relate to situations that th~ child has been in. 

The educator must not word the example in such a war that it pre-

determines a "right" judgement or a "wrong" one. It is important 
, 

that the child be able to interpret the sitilation so that he can give 
-

relevant reasons for the judgement he would make, and listen to the 
.. >:; , . . 

reasons given by other student!f in order to determine the "just" 

thing to do. The "just" jUdgE;ment is aided by the child's ability to 

empathize. The child must be left. free tp deaide for himself what ... 

, 
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should be done. This classroom practice in making moral judgements, 

by taking the role of ~he other, will enable the learner to understand , 

t justice is, thus making it possible for-t'he learner to make "just" 

gements" on his own . 

. " ... 'role taking tendencies' and the 'sense of justice' 
are interlocked. While role taking in the form of 
sympathy often extends more broadly than the sense 
of justice, organized or "principled" forms of role 
taking are defined by justice stI"l.1Cdt'Clres. In order 
for roles and rules to represent a socio-moral orde'r, 
they must be experienced as representing sitared ex
pectations or shared values, and the general share
ability of rules and role expectations in an institution 
rests centrally upon a justice structure underlying 
specifiC rule and role definitions. ttl 

The child could, through the use of moral reason, ascertain 

why it is not right to steal from another student. He would be able to 

reason that he may have a similar object which he prizes and would 

not think it just to have someone stea~ it from him. Similarly, he 

.can appreciate that equivalent reasons apply in the "adult" world. 

However, it seems that we are demanding something of a child that 

w~ do not demand of an adult. The adult has predetermined standards 

of justice that a~ set down by laws that in some situations predeter

mine what he ou~ht t~, do. Qne is legally accountable 101 one's ac~iQ,ns 
. r 

because the laws reflect moral sanctions that are more ftt.ndamental 

than, and reflected in, the law. The child is reqUired to reason mo-. . .' , 

rally certain judgements of justice thet he arrives at independently of 
VJ . 

predet~rmined normative moral sanctions. What if the child does not 

" , 
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develop an "independent" judgement that detennines "I ought not to 

steal"? It is possible to question him and decide if his reasoning is 

"morally defective fl. However, what is one to do if the child does not 
f' 

see that what he has deci~ed is not the "just" thing to do? Can the 

teacher stand back and watch while a child continues to steal from 

other students? Is the teacher justified in devising a scheme whereby 

something that the child values is stolen to "teach him a l~ss~ 

The injustice of the child's act of stealing, combined with the injus-.. , 

tices that others must seemingly tolerate do not result in justice. 

The teacher must intervene. In the "adult" world, a ,person who is 

caught stealing is punished. It does not matter what reasons the 

guilty party gives for the violation of the law 1 be it poverty 1 greed, 

ignorance or revenge, punislunent is assigned .. In situations where 

the child decides he is justified in stealing, ~n accordance with 

fundamental moral sanctions that he should be punished also. An 

adult does not act totally from the kind of moral reasoning that the 

child is taught. Punishment for the violation of certain predeter-. 

mined standards of behaviour is a deterrent in many instances for 

the adult, ,because legal accountability is based on moral responsib-

ility. Howe~r, accountabi~ty with respect to the law is legal not - . 

moral. Moral ,z:esponsibility is more fundamental. Both are based 

upon a "sense of justice" Qut it is often more difficult to decide what 

one "ought to do" if there is ~o legal sanction that clearly de~ines 
, . 

t, . , 

, , 
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one's responsibility. Moral accountability, rather than legal respon-

sibility, would be brought to question in situations where there was a 

more fundamental human involvement. One has no legal responsibil

ity to help an injured person, however one would want to say there is 

a moral responsibility. The teaching of moral reasoning demands 

that aU judgements"made by the child be made to the best of his abil-

ity. This implies that, if "1 ought to do Xl' meets the above criterion, 
\ 

in that it is morally reasoned, then the child is justified in perform-

ing the act. A program of teaching moral reasoning does not account 

for the problem concerning the child 'Who does not act in a "just" 

manner. The child who steals, or does not help the injured person, 

does not see that the act of s~ealing and refuSing aid are unjus~. He 

cannot evaluate th~ situation to see that he is wrong because of a fun-

damental· moral sanction. On the other ha.nd, the child may have 

. morally reasQned his act of stealing or denying aid which is all that is 

seemingly demanded of him. . However, it seems also that we want 

to demand, regardless of what the child thinks, that he qoes not steal 

and helps those in need. This means that there are certain predeter-

mined moral judgements which we expect the child to make. 

Educationally, it is preferable to teach the child moral reason

ing rather than a predetermined set of moral judgements. Teaching 

moral reasoning leaves the child free to judge what is the right thing 

to do and is non-indoctrinatory. But what is gained if the child decides 
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that cheating and stealing are "just" acts? 

One cannot dismiss a child's inability to ascertain that stealing 

is wrong in the same manner that one would discharge his failure in 

other school subjects. 2 The inability to perform certain ma~hematical 
. , 

functions, such as long diVision, does not affect one's life in the way' 

that a failure to reason morally would. Morality affects the Whole of 

one's life, and a failure in this area of education is more far reaching 

in implication than any other subject £rea. The inability to, do mat~
! 

marics is limiting, but only in certain ins~nces, such a~ cralculating 
f 

bills, filling out income tax retur~s, or pursuing a careei as a chem
I 

ist or mathematician. However, one can still function in, daily life 
., 

without mathematics;'" calculators can be used in times of need, and 

there are many professions that do not reqUire extensive mathemat-

ical knowledge. Morality is different. One cannot go on in life with

out the ability to reason morarl'Y or morally to Understand&hat killing. 

stealing, cheating, refusing to aid those in need etc. are In-

just. One cannot function as a professional fulfilling a role in society 

or as a person in the rol~ of friend, father or lover without 'upholding . ~ 

certain basic moral principles. There are some basic moral prin-

ciples that are e~cted to be heeded by ~ll~ A program of moral 

, education that allows for judgements ~uch as "stealing is just", that 

are contrary to these basic principles, clearly is somehow lacking. 

Are we then any' further ahead by teaching moral reasoning 
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'l 

rather than indoctrinating preCletennined ~~ative patterns of beha

viour? In both instances, an indiVidual will have a set of principles 

,by which he makes moral judgements. Indoctrinated principles, even 
. ~ 

though educ.ationally unacceptableytl0 not seem to breed immoral 

adults. 3 But, on the other hand, teaching moral reasoning in accord

ance with liberal educational guidelines seems to necessitate4 putting 

predetermined moral standards of behaviour to one side. As the 

pendulum of educational ideals swung from traditional to more "liber-

allzed fl. something has been lost. It has not been proven that indoc-

trinated principles do not play an important part in developing self-

diScipline and character in the child. ·Indoctrinationhas negative 

connotations, however teaohing something by this method may not be 

completely detrimental if what is being taught is right and true. It-

may be that in many cases what appeB;r to be negative aspects of 

indoctrination, such as a narrow cognitive perspective or predeter-

mined set ways that limit the learner's freedom, are in fact neces

sary. A child must learn that pleasures in the present must be put 

off until ,the future in order for hiin to be successful in education. Not 

all le~'sons ca~ ~ fun. Many pleasures mus~be post~oned in order f~r 
~ . ... ~' ,. 

the child to be able to think things out and ensure that the lalowledge 
- '-

, he has acqUired is not inert. '-The enjoyment of talking and physical 

activity must be postpone~ in order to learn nece~sary skills. it is 
.' 

recognized tlult the traditional ~ystem did ,not take' into account';the 
. - .. ; .... -

", 
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fact that the child needed some freedom, but the "liberalized" res-

ponse seems to grant too much freedom. We are demanding more 
I 

of the child than o~ a mature moral adult. A middle position that 

would include the positi ve aspects of both traditional and "liberal-
'. " 

ized" education would allow for freedom of choice, yet would impose 

some predetermined standards. This appears to be t~ 'best course 

of action. 
~ ~. 

J'he ~aforementioned difficulties are, however, practical 
\ 

matters that could theoretically be handled by a program of moral 

reasoning. Yet there remains an important question that a program 

of moral reasoning doe~ not account for. A moral situation is a 
. 

situation in which an individual must choose between alternatives. 

His choice is indicated by a judgement, Justified by reasons that are 

relevant to the judgement via rules. These rules in turn appeal to . -
prinCiples. There are, however, twD non -moral and more import-

antly, sometimes non-rational factors which affect an individual's 

choice: . "feelings brought to and caused by' the situation,· and the 

-particular context ?f the situation".S Moral education as 'o~tlined 

by t~ Mackay Report does n~t account for ere ~osSibility th~t an ~n

dividual in a given mor~l situation m~ady have feelings or at

titu.des. toward cer~ain judgements. A person educated in the art of 

moral reasoniIlg seeITlingly makes no appeal to attitudes' pr dispo

s~tions. 'He must judge on .the basis of re~gon, not. why he feels he 
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"ought to do x". Even though feelings and attitu~es cap be said to be 

rational in pature, it does not follow that a program of moral reason-

ing will develop them. Does the moral person actually consider, in 

certain Situations, what he must do? Does he not merely act from a 

feeling that what he is doing is the right thing to do? Would we not 

say that in a true "moral sense" the moral man has certain feelings 

that he uses to guide his actions? The Mackay Report takes no note 

of this factor. From the development o( moral reasoning it is diffi-

cult to formulate even theoretically, how one would develop "feelings" 

toward particular jffi::lgements except in the context of "Yes I feel this 

judgement is right because it can be justified by these reasons which 

conform to this rule ~ etc. It The morality of the Mackay Report is 
~ , 

. . . 
totally founded upon relations between the individual, justice, and 

reason; that is, it depends upon how the individual evaluates the re-

lation between himself and the moral situation. A relation is set up 

by the individual between all the relevant reasons one would give to -( 

justify "I ought fo do x", and justice as sanctioned by the society in 
., 

which the individual participates. ~t does not account for the position 

that/'morality cannot be founded upon a relation. It has to appeal "to 

. feelings. ,,6 The Madcay Report mrs made it plausible to teach th~ 

child the relations that are an important factor in morality, but, 

what,of the feelings? 

The issue at hand is: 

1 
i , 



" ... whether moral appraisals proceed on the basis 
of discoveries made by the exe.rcise of our natural 
faculties or whether they are made possible by and 
are relative to a decision that is unguided by moral 
ex~rience and reasoning, and~ makes moral exper-
ience and reasoning possible. 11 • f 
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That is, is reasoning enough for morality or is there, as the latter 

position suggests, something else upon which morality is based? 

How does the "feeling for the dignity of man", 8 that Durkheim pro-

fesses is the aim of education, arise if only moral reasoning is taught? 

Whitehead alludes to ~. Similar position concerning~the necessity of 

"feeling", when he declares that, "Moral education is impossible 

without the habitual vision of greatness. ,,9 It seenrs ~ry, I .. mlikely , 

~l}at a child will deyelop these attitudes towards dignity and the habi

t~l vision 'of greatness by becoming familiar with moral reasoning. 

A look at the postulations of Hume only reinforces the position . . 
, I. 

that the Mackay Report has neglected an important part of morality ~ . , 
Reason judges either matters of fact or of relations. 10 Reason never 

accounts for the ultimate ends C?f human action; they rec,?mmel)d them-

selves exclusively to our feelings and inclinations. \''Morality, there-
. . .. 

fore, is more properly ftfelt" than judged ... II ,!,he understanCling' or 

judgement in a IIl:oral deliberation <?~n make the decision "1 ought to 

do x" so long as it only concerns the means t<;> an end. However, the 
, 

understanding from which judg~ments are formulated'does not have 
" 

the abiiity to make the decision about the merit of the ultimate end. 
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Reason cannot ultimately detennine what~-:-:morallY right" and 

"morally wrong", only feelings or dispositions can. 

In addition to the knowledge of how to make moral judgements 
, 

that a program of moral reasoning will ensure, the child needs "an 

unchangeable disposition to act i.n the right way ft. 12 This disposition .', 

that Aristotle speaks of, develops not from moral reasoning but rather 

trom a continuous habitual performance of right actions from which 

the child acquires the disposition to act in the right way. The teacher, 

therefore ,I' is-reqUired to ensure that the classroom environment is 

such that the correct example of moral behaviour is experienced by 

the child. .In this way\ the child will develop the disposition to act 

in a similar manner. A child who steals would represent a bad ex-

ample for others and, therefore, the teacher is justified in correct-

ing his behaviour. The child needs both moral knowledge and habit 

to be morally educated. The habits that the child develops before he 

is capable of being a moral agent enable him at a later stage of de-

velopment to reason why these habitual acts are required of him. For: 

"Virtue is of two kinds, intellectual and moral, 
.... intellectual virtUe in the main owes both its birth ... 

and its growth to teaching, while mQ!al virtue 
comes about as a result of habit. ,,13, 

. ' 
The set of habits derived from experience in childhood make "all,the 

difference i~ the world. ,,14 

This same view is expressed by Russell, 

/ 

j 



1- "[ am convinced that, if a child uJ} to the age of 
six has been properly handled, it is best that the 
school authorities lay stress upon purely intellec
tual progress and should rely upon this to produce 
the further deve~ment of character which is 
still desir.able ... 
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If an important part of a child's moral education takes place before 

the child rea-ehes the age of six years, then the respo.nsibility lies 

outside ~hi;; jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education. 16 If the basis 
, 

of a disposition to act in a moral way is developed through the habit-

ual perfonnance of right actions before tl'\e age of six years, then 

the parents must either assume responsibility or place their child 

in the care of someone who will ensure that these attitudes are de-

veloped in their initial stages. It does not seem possible that the 

school can adapt to children who arrive at kindergarten without a 

senser>f right and wrong unless "educational t. objectives such as 

reac:ling readiness and basic word skills are put off until a later 

date. This is confirmed by Bettelh¢im. 17 It is his belief that the 

parent plays a very important role in the child's life before he 
, \ 

reaches school age. It .is the parents' responsibility to discipline 

the child consisten:tly when he does wrong, in order to develop in 
. 

the child the beginnings of a disposition to behave in a socially pre-

determined m~nner. The decision concerning how to discipline the 

child is the ,~sponsibility of the parent. If the "love relationShip" 

is strong enough between parent and child then the "withholding of 

( 
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. 
love It is an effective discipliQary action. If the relation between parent 

, . 
ancft'child does not have a strong basis ot love then physical punishment 

may be in order. Both actions result in the child kJ1~wing that he has 

done wrong and enabling him' to develop a "good" feeling when 'he per" 

forms a right act. The feeling of, "1 have done wrong" must accom

pany all wrong actions 18 to develop a positive sense of value withi~ 

the child. The child develops a sense of self-worth and a disposition 

to behave morally by experiencing the environment around him and 

learning that he must behave in a similar manner regardless of his . , . 

desires or inclinations .. It is only when tpere4s a disposition to put 

off preSent pleasures that learning can take place.:19 
.. 

Provided it is true that no education can take place without the 

child learning to postpone present pl~asures to a !uture time, the 
. 

parent would be obliged to tend to the education of the youngst~r be-

fore SChool age ,in order to ensu~ that.the beginnings of the dispo~ 

sition toward right actions are developed. 

Moral education would not b6 a responsibility of the school if, 

"as Russell believes:O tlrenta di;cip1in~d their chi~~ren '~roperlY be-

fore school age. .However, (1) it seems to .be the case that not all . . 
children atrive at' school in a state 'of tit~d that Russell 'Would approve; 

, • I } 

. • , '. • ~ 'j 
.. , \1 of 'J,-_ 

(2) even if moral disposUions are devel~~, the~ is st?-ll the intel-
, . 

lectual part of virtue that develQPs fro~ teaching. Moral education 
.. .", ~ 

, -t • r " _ ~ '~~4IIf ~ 

for these reasons can be d~fended as a reSpo~ibiJjty of the ,school .. 

i 

t 
" 
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The difficulty remains: How does one go about teaching mo

rality to a child? No nonnative system difinitively contains a set of 
r'- -, 

assumptions that we could all agree to call moral knowledge. Faced 

with this difficulty the-Mackay Report chose "moral reasoning" as the 

knowledge that was common to all systems and could be taught in a 

"neutral" manner. Their position initially seemed in complete ac-

cordance with liberal aims of education. It did not appear to be a mat

ter of indoctrination in content because moral j\ldgements were to be 

made independently by the child or i~ ihtent ~cause the child waf taught 

a methocl'whereby he could ma~e the judgements rather than taught 

the judgements themselves. However, it is difficult to formulate 
. . / ~ . 

how one would teach moral reasoning Without"' teaching moral rules 

that would make the rules relevant to the situation. These rules need 
. . 

further rules or prinCiples to justify their inclusion as relevant rea-

sons for applying a particular rule to a morai., judgement. The ac-
I 

ceptance of predetennined moral principles is, howe~r, exclu<fed 

as a basis for moral reasoning because it 'w;ould result in indoctrina-
. . . .' 

. tion. The child would only be infonned, not educated, because he . .' 

,would not "understand the principles that were being presupposed be-
. . 

cause he ~id not amve at ~hem independently. His moral education 

would on!y result in moral training whi.ch d~s not place the child on 
• f •• ,.. 

the ttinside tl of his moral knowledge', It is questionable' if a,ny meta-

ethic, or method whereby one can make moralludgements, can be 
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adopted and claim normative neutrality. It is a mistake to claim that 

the teaching of moral reasoning is a nonnatively neutral position and . . 
~ 

fulfills the "liberalized" aim of education to educate the "whole person". 

The teaching of moral reasoning or a?y method of making moral judge

ments involves second -order beliefs about moral judgements. For 

example, second-order beliefs can affect an individual's judgements 

because they determin.e the cognitive status of the belief which deter

mines what counts as evidence for one's judgement. Different second-
. . 

order beliefs can affec~ a moral judgement and as a result a person's 

·~~llife. 

~oweve;. it seem~-tbat one d~s want some basic mQral·pi-ln~ 
ciples to be held by all individuals. The educational aim to let the 

child make his own independent judgements could.,result in his dec'id-
-\ 

lng he is morally.justified to steal. It seel1lS that we want to uphold 
. . ' 'J 

certain 'normative judgements regardles~ of ~hat the child morally 
•• '1 

re~son~. 2L If one changed the "liberalizJd" ~im, of e~ucation to in-
, 

elude some indoctrinated prin<?iples, it is still not certain that the 

chlld would be moral. 

'IMor~lity i.n~olves ;--~iSP~~.itiOg, fo act in ~he r~ght way,,22 

because it is more. properly "feit than judged". 23 This disposition 

comes frorp the habitual repetition of right actions and results in a 
'. , 

" , 
positive attitude toward behaving in a "tight .way", One~ must adopt 

certain standards of action in the' child's environment so that .he can . . 

/' 

" 
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experience what it is to act correctly and develop a habit to a~t ~e-

. , wise. An environment of "sometimes yes, sometimes no" will not 
~ 

, develop any disposition tcfact in a predetennined way. The child 

will feel he can act as he is inclined. 

It is only when the child develops a disposition t?rough the \ 

• 
repetition of right act~ that he i~ ready for moral knowledge. At 

this time, he is a moral agent and is capable df learning the rea-

sons why one behaves in a certa,in way. At this point, a program 

similar to that outlined by the Mackay Report could be implemented. 

The student could be given situations where there is no predetermined 

,. . right or wrong 'ac~ and asked to reason morally wh?t he would do. 

, One must, however, be more concerned, espe.cially in elementary 

grades ~ with the d~velopment of attitJdes and dispositions. Without 

the cbild becoming familiar, with those thi !?s that are expected of 
<> 

him, it is unlikely that he will late1 develo a disposition whereby 
, . 

. he will "feel" what is the right thing to do. 

. A moml education program in total agreement with "liberal-

ized" aims of education does not result in the child being "educated" 
, . 

because (1) there is' no method of making mo~al judgements that could 

be adopted that would be normatively neutral; (.2) morality demands 
• ..., ' i" . " 

• ' ~ ~ • + 

that the child hold cenain predetermined mQ~a~ principles in order 

'to develop a 'dispo.sition to pe!form right actions,: 
, ' 

'. 

'. 
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"Liberalized" educators must, in order morally.to educate 

the child, c~nge their aim of education so that certain moral judge- 11 

ments can be habit\1811y inculcated. By ha1:litually inculcating moral

judgements one is ir:tdoctrinating the learner. However, the fncul-

cated hab~ts are t~ose that are deemed right ar:td true by t~stand-

ard of justice, and without these habits a child will not be able to 

develop morally. The negative aspects 1 f indoct~nation, that "lib-
. 

eraliZed" education objects to re in fact a necessary part of moral . 
education. Morality is more import~nt than any other aspect of 

education because without it the child cannot go on, not <?n~y in school 
. ,~ '. 

but in his daily living. A program o,f education for the ~evelopment 

of attitudes and dispositions woUld perhaps serve to-de\Celop the child 
\. ' . 
\ in the ways the Mackay Report neglects to consider. It may ult!-

\ . 
~atelY' also' serve t~ educate the child' morally in a more c<;>mprehen-

si . manner than the proposed program of moral reasof\ing. 
- . 

• 
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FoqrNarES--Chapter IV 

..... ;y.- "",---
r1o>_"J; .. _M? :. • .i'-'~: 

~-",,' 
,;.. ...... 

Lawrence KOhlberg, "From Is To Ought", in Gognitive Development <'~i;,~~ 
and Epistemology,,' edited by Theodore Mischel (New York: As:g..demi£, :-~ 
Press, 1971), p. 193. " v"'1(:~~<}L<~ .. ~ 

I" • '-' 

2. It has been documented that intelligence plays 11n 
o~ '8 ability to morally ·reas~n out not be.~ 

, phasis. A child's inability to achieve . call1.v:l~ce~9 

sarBy mean he can not be held morally 
all of his actibns. Mackay Report, p. 44;'" 

-~ _1";:7.. /-~Zf~: 'P;~_....,;-.~ 

3. " Indoctrinating' moral p-rin9-ples would ex~u,¥ the~~lijtjl!}iJll$.Y~ 
'someone being "m,.oral"ib the s~e that ~:freelY 

,~in a moral way. Howe~J'J:' it doo~ not excln,qe w:"";11~~~~lf~~ 
he would "appear". ~ act, fnorally .pe-cause h~ '-}yould,~~~.:Wia-E 
or kill. He woul$t not acfih' an irnmo:ral wa:r;.:: ;.- , .~,'i 

- { -" ... ....fi. ,..r -4'i'-.·~t 
. ,'JII" .; .' \ _._.,', .' r-' ,.? '/._ 
~ : t 

., 4. ' THe liberal ~ducators claim they are not aS~\1roing . 'f 
( norma ti ve 1 udgemetlts t but thiS·5is not . . ., . -," > :,,;1>- ;:. 

. GhRpter Ilr,.~p. S{J-:-5.2. " '-, '" ~;'J, _"r' • ~ '. '_ ' _.' '~jfir4f"'~' /;-./:;;;;/ .. ;, -

5: BarrY l. clta~n, :~ MO~~~"S![~;O~r A;~i~~~:ne~~i~~>;~-t':· , ·;1 
) Edu?ation", ~~n Moral E~ucat~n, 'edited.by B. 1. ~Chaz~n~:~~d;'ltJ.~i,. ~. ··"t' 

- Soltts (Loncf:Pn: Teac~rs Co*~ge Press, 1973)}"p .. ~.48. ;;;~;:,~ ~:~~ -.) '" , .: ~ 
• '.,' .~, _, ,;-.=, '-f C:-' • ~p:(~:.~¥""",;;'; " 

6. Franz Brentano, The Foundatioa and CQIl~tiuctiQn of EthICS, trans - .'/ 
lated by Elizabetl1Hiige~fscfinee~ (L~-a~~~_ Routledge 8i Kegan-

~ Paul, 1973), p. 44.. - ',~Y' ~- -
. ' 

7. E. Maynard Adams, "Etnics and the Aims of Educatit;m", in Education 
. and EthiCS, edited by Blackstone 'and Newsome (Athens: University of 
. Georgia Pless, 1969), p. 39. 

'8. Emile Durkbeim, Moral Education (New York: The Free Press of 
,... . Glencoe, Inc., 196r), p. 183. 

" . , 

9. A: Wh~tetlea~ quoted in May,. Moral Education !!!. Schopl (Lon~don: 
, Chaucer P tess Ltd., 1971), 'p. ris. . . 

; / 
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;:A"~"""-' ~-
!<;.....: 

,- -.',,_ .fi:' _,E:N: II. 1. 'll.03a14~J.7-. 
~:f ~ -. ~ - ... .,... __ ~- '" ~,.. '":"': ... ..--::.:~ __ "" "._--

-", '~r 14... E: N.7ctt~·l;;J.t03b25. ' 
.- - '" ........ -,--~':"' " -~- /~-- - -

/ 

~' -. . ' . ,,-~ 
. ,,15.--· B. Russeli, !tOn Educationtf in Bert"rand Russell on Education, edited 

~15y Joe p!.rlc (LondQni~Allen and Unwin, 1964), p:-lS9. 
o ;: Td ~..,Jt; , "" _ ~ .... _ .. _'"" _ _ 

¥~""".'. f 

16. The A1~I!ltti'~QIY; ~s, jurisdiction o,ver education from kindergarten 
, ,,-to grade thirteen .. Day care is not include9 even though most day 

. care cente.rs are set up in accordance with government guidelines. . 
~ ~ ) .. 

. 17. .~ttelheiiD, pp. 85-107 . 
.-'" 

~.,...;;:. ~~:"'" ... .:: ... fl( .~. A ~rong act being a result of breaking a set of rules that are con-
. £?istent!y nnppsed on the child. A sometimes -yes -sometimes -no 

policy w6:U,ld <!efeat the, purpose of disc}pline'. The child must know 

, .' 
~f .'. 

w~t he 'ca-fi-or cannot do. ~ -
, ' ,.... ~ , -..... ~ .. ;" 

"'~ .. "",~, ..... "-- .. ~. ~ 

;,'_ ' 19., . This assu~mes thitt' no ed,uea-rion is ~ssible without the child being 
capable 1:)f putting off present pleasures for future happiness. See 
Bettelheim, pp.8S--107 . 

. ', 

20. - Russell, p~ Iff9; 
: ' . II' \' . 
~, ~ ~ 

Geq's moral rules could serve as a starting polnt.-_ 
,~ ~ 0 • , , .. ~ 

" 

"'t' -', 21. . ~-.... 

. , 

22. E. N. ' II. 4. 110Sa34. 
, '. 

, ~--.. ':.,,-t 

23. Actams ,~ 'p. --39. 

'. ., 

... . .. ,.~ ~ . 
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